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A class of linear operators in a Banach space
a note by T. Kato." A linear operator ,4 in is said to be of type
(, M), if .4 is densely defined and closed, the resolvent set of --,4

contains the open sector arg ]<--, 0<:<:, and (-A)- s
uniformly bounded in each smaller sector ]arg ]----, >0, in
particular [[ (+A)- [[_<M, >0. The fractional power A", 0<:<:1,
of A is defined by Kato through

sin fo -1-2/ cos

where is in the sector arg I<(1--), and is shown to be of type
(a, M).

K. Yosida2) gave an example showing that (A)/A where --A
and--A are infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous semi-
groups. In this paper we shall prove, however, that (A’)-A, 0a,
1. We shall also prove that the semi-group {exp (--A’)} generated
by--A" is continuous with respect to a in the uniform operator
topology. This result overlaps with A. V. Balakrishnan’s result)

which says that A’ is, for (A), left-continuous at a--1.
Theorem 1. Let A be of type (o, M), then

(A’)-A", Oa, 1.
Proof. For any / in the sector arg/1(1--)

(/_t_(A.))___ 1 .f(R)(. 1 1 .)(2i) lu+e-’’ P+-e" d,

(1)
f(R)(. 1 1 )(+A)_,d"2+-e-*- 2+-e

The double integral being absolutely convergent, we may interchange
the order of the integration. Since we obtain

+,le-’’’ ,u+]’e"’ ,+"e-’’ ,+"e""
d
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where the path C runs from ooe’" to 0 and from 0 to ooe-’, it fol-
lows from (1) that

(p+(
This shows that (A)"=A.

Lemma 1. For each
sup [] 2(2+A)-’ ]]; ]arg

Proof. Since A is of type (m,M), there exists an Mo<0 such
that

for any in the sector ]argl<_=--o--e. For each a with O<a<l
and for each in the sector, we have_

sin a .;"2(2+
--o (2+P’e-")(2+Pe’)

(+A)-’d

where O=er . Introduein a new integration rible =obtain for 00

(2
Mo sin a f" d

Mo sin ra-

ta sin [(r--e)(1--a)]
and for #0, similarly as ave,

II a(a+A)-’ M0 sin a. [(=+a).-a].
ra sin

Hence the assertion is easily seen.
Lemma 2. For eaeh 2 with ]arg

lira (a+A-)-’=(a+A)-’
in the sense of the uniform orator tology. The limit holds uni-
formly in each eompaet subset of the seetor arg 2 i<--.

Proof. To prove the assertion it is sufficient to show that
( 2 ) lim (1+A)- (1+A)-,
because of the resolvent equation and Lemma 1.

(+A’)-’--(+A)-’

( 3 ) sinrf"Jo l+2feosa+2
[P(P+A)---(I+A)-]d"
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For any e>0 there exists a >0 such that
II I2(P+A)---(I+A)-’ I1<-- e

if [p--1 [_<& To see (2), we break up the interval of the integral
in (3) into three parts:

Ix--sin =a/’-" sin a/’+", fL- I sin

1-$

>1If we set _, then by a simple calculation we obtain

II I I1 4Msin a.41-- ][ & [[< 4Msina.
=(1-41-) =(41+ 1)

It follows that lim II I, II=0=lim II II. On the other hand it is clear
al al

that ][ I [[. Hence (2) is proved.
Remark. For fixed 2(=e+*’) in the sector arg [<--,

with 0<a<1 is defined through

( 4 ) (2+A0-- sin a
2+2p cosP a+p (P+A)-dP"

We shall define (+A0- through (4) for a in the region

{a" a--{(l+ 0) <
2(--0,

and a--(1-- i, ..)]<-z+0 2(z+0)
in the complex a-plane, then it is clear that (2+A’)-* is analytic in
the region.

Theorem 2. The semi-group exp (--$A’) generated by --A is
continuous in the uniform orator tology with reset to a in 0

<al if 0<o<, or in 0<a
2o 2

Proof. Suppose that 0<o<. Then for any a, 0 <a 1, and for
2

any fixed $>0

where the inteation path L runs in the sector ]arg 5 ]<-- from

e-*’ to e-*’ with <O, O<z--o. The uniform boundedness of
2

(+A"), the continuity of (@+A’) for a and the integrability

o, over s ow  on,, uou 

In the se of<, we can prove the assertion as ave by

taking integration path L in (5) appropriately.


